
Culture of Resistance – Interview with Lierre Keith, co-author of Deep Green Resistance: Strategy to 

Save the Planet (with Derrick Jensen and Aric McBay – Seven Stories Press, 2011) 

Helen Moore: Many people reading this will have woken up to the fact that industrial civilisation is 

having catastrophic effects on our planet, and they may also be engaged in artistic or scientific 

endeavours to address the ecological and spiritual crisis we collectively face.  Human consciousness 

is clearly at a crossroads right now, and there’s growing awareness of our deep interconnection with 

all beings and a need for radical change in how we live.  However, you and your co-authors have 

concluded that for life on Earth to be preserved, we require a co-ordinated resistance movement.  

Could you begin by talking about this? 

Lierre Keith: Your question cuts to the heart of the difference between liberalism and radicalism. For 

liberals, social reality is constituted of thoughts and ideas. This is called idealism. Social change, then, 

happens through education, through rational discussion and discourse. It happens by changing 

people’s minds. 

In contrast, radicals understand that society is made up of material institutions that organize the 

subordination of one group to another. Education is always a necessary activity for a resistance 

movement, but education for what purpose? If education is the end goal, that’s a liberal approach. 

For radicals, education raises consciousness and gives people the tools to name their experience and 

hopefully they are then inspired to join a resistance movement. That’s the goal of political 

education. It’s that resistance that confronts and dismantles the structures of power.  

Two hundred species are going extinct each day. Every single biological indicator is headed in the 

wrong direction, and we have not even slowed the rate of the destruction, let alone the destruction 

itself. We have maybe—maybe—a decade until the tipping points for complete biocide are reached. 

Past that point, it’s game over. Every day that goes by may be the last day that saving life on earth 

was possible. We need a serious resistance movement, and we needed it yesterday. 

HM: Mainstream environmentalists tend to see that social change is necessary, but believe the only 

thing we can change is ourselves.   Why can’t ‘being the change’ lead to system change?  Surely 

consciousness is at the root of any system?  Or do you think that this position ignores entrenched 

institutional power, aided and abetted by technology, which is effectively paralysing systemic 

change? 

LK: That is the goal of neoliberalism: to reduce us to private individuals. The global masters want us 

to withdraw from the very notion of political engagement and civic participation, and instead accept 

a constrained sphere that consists only of private life. And by and large they have done that. They’ve 

won. The movements I care about—the movements our planet needs for both justice and survival—

have been truncated past recognition. We should be making serious demands backed by an equally 

serious will to enforce consequences, and instead we make consumer and lifestyle choices. We can’t 

buy our way out of catastrophic climate change. We can’t choose our way out of biotic collapse. The 

task of an activist is not to navigate around systems of oppression with as much personal integrity as 

possible, it’s to dismantle those systems.  Consumer choices, spiritual choices, lifestyle choices aren’t 

going to disrupt global arrangements of power.  That’s the problem.  The only thing that is going to 

stop industrial civilization is stopping industrial civilization, including all its extractive activities, and 

all the constitutive social hierarchies that those activities require. 

 



HM: I was struck by the insight you quote from Ecofascism: Lessons from the German Experience by 

Janet Biehl and Peter Staudenmaier, which warns that reactionary politics is the trajectory of any 

movement that doesn’t recognise the systemic roots of the social or ecological injustice it opposes, 

and that eschewing societal transformation in favour of personal change leads to barbarism in times 

of crisis.  To what extent does mass culture reinforce reactionary politics? 

LK: I hate to say this, but: mass culture is reactionary politics. The mass media is owned by a tiny 

handful of global elites, and they want us stupid, cruel, and ugly. And they are getting what they 

want. Their goal is to create a population with a psychology based on alienation, on a profound 

inability to bond with other humans, with a concomitant aversion to intellectual engagement. All of 

that is another way of saying “sadists.” Is it any wonder that half of all Americans have been on anti-

depressants? Solidarity is not possible without love or loyalty. Resistance is not possible without 

critical thought. The global masters have purposefully created the loneliest people on earth.      

HM: In many contemporary creative disciplines there appears to be a general reluctance to express 

ideas challenging industrial growth society, the focus instead being on individualistic, interior 

experiences and minor epiphanies; or conversely an attempt to shock conventional morality – a 

mode that began a century ago.  I’ve often regarded this lack of engagement as a reflection of the 

wider culture of denial and self-censorship, or the effect of neoliberal capitalist society, which radical 

feminist, Sara Motta, describes as “like living under enemy occupation.”  In your chapter ‘Culture of 

Resistance’, you discuss the legacy of Romanticism, and its failure to sufficiently address the political 

sphere; you also quote the ecopsychologist Theodore Roszak’s view of the “progressive 

adolescentization of our culture.”  Why do you think so many artists are failing to respond to the 

ecological crisis? 

LK: On the one hand, I don’t want to single out artists. Almost no one is responding to planetary 

emergency with the urgency needed. But as you point out, artists have been directed to explore a 

private, interior world. The milieu that surrounds artists and writers is actively anti-political. My 

friends who did MFA programs were told by their instructors, “If you want to send a message, use 

Western Union.” At best, artists take up a Bohemian identity based on flouting bourgeois morality. 

It’s tediously adolescent and so many of them are capable of so much more. So my questions to all 

artists: are we after shock value or justice? Is the problem a constraining set of values or an 

oppressive set of material conditions? Are we content to coexist alongside injustice in all its horrors, 

no matter how repelled we are by those horrors? Is the self really an appropriate longterm project 

or can we move on to something a little bigger? Because another two hundred species went extinct 

today and they were my kin.   

HM: And which artists, writers and musicians that you know of are deeply resonating with the 

severity of our situation? 

LK: So few. That’s what we need so desperately—a true culture of resistance. Arundhati Roy, Alice 

Walker, Derrick Jensen, and Stephanie McMillan come to mind. There are plenty of creative people 

that clearly love this world, luminous writers like Mary Oliver, Terry Tempest Williams, Linda Hogan, 

but what is always missing is that clarion call to resist, to fight for what you love. I wish there were 

more resistance writers. Humans are storytelling creatures. If we had a narrative that said resistance 

is possible, it would indeed be more possible.  

HM: To drive social change you and your co-authors elaborate the need for a comprehensive 

strategy to destroy the infrastructure of industrial civilization.  But in so doing isn’t there a danger 

that violence breeds violence, that life will continue to be harmed, and that the old, oppressive 



structures will be recreated?  Wordsworth, amongst other would-be revolutionaries, was horrified at 

how things panned out post the onset of the French Revolution, during the Reign of Terror; and the 

emergence of Stalin post the Russian Revolution is another case in point. 

LK: It is with great moral grief that I advocate for militant tactics. I don’t arrive at this moment with 

any joy. But this is where history has brought us. And abandoned us. No one has ever had to make 

decisions about the murder of everything, about the end of life itself. I can’t turn away from my 

moral agency to ease my moral agony. We have got to make our way through this ethical wilderness 

and meanwhile, we’re out of time.  

We need warriors who will put themselves between what is left of this planet and fossil fuel. We 

need to stop industrial civilization. This could be done nonviolently. If we had enough people, we 

could shut this party down before midnight with human blockades. But I don’t see the numbers. I 

would love to be wrong. I would vastly prefer to wage this struggle nonviolently, but my longing will 

not produce the necessary numbers. 

Given a realistic assessment of what we do have, the only viable strategy left that I can see is direct 

attacks on infrastructure. In the plainest terms: we need to stop them.  

We need an underground organization with the training, discipline, command structure, and 

strategic smarts to coordinate decisive action on a continental scale.  And it would be really great if 

the permaculture wing would get on board and provide the culture of resistance, especially the 

loyalty and material support that true resistance movements need. At the very least, I wish they 

would stop saying that it can’t be done. It can. The real question is, why aren’t we doing it?   

That is not a rhetorical question.  There are probably multiple answers, some that speak well of us 

and some that don’t. As people of conscience, justice is our deepest dream, our north star. And we 

know its opposite. We know how violence feels, intimate, shattering, and permanent. We want to 

draw a line, firmly and forever, a line that is a protective circle between human beings in all our soft, 

mammalian vulnerability, and violence. We need that line. Because every single one of us should be 

in that circle. 

I know what I am asking. But every living creature is asking, too, on a scale that defies meaning. 

Mountains are falling. The oceans are dying. The climate itself is bleeding out and it’s your children 

who will find out if it’s beyond repair. 

So here is the question, from what is left of this planet to us: do we have thousands of people ready 

to shut down the industrial economy? Because that is what has to be done. And that’s what it would 

take to use nonviolence—body after body, day after day, standing between the plankton, the 

plovers, the mountains themselves, and the rancid sadism of power. And if you, like me, don’t see 

the numbers, could we consider some strategies that match the scale of the problem?   

HM: You advocate developing a culture of resistance to foster this strategic attack, citing historical 

examples such as the role of the Gaelic Revival in the Irish Nationalist Movement.  What might a 

contemporary culture of resistance look like?  

LK: With the Gaelic Revival, and with all cultures of resistance, nobody said, well, let’s just put on 

some nice plays and sing some of our own songs and the English will go away. Nobody said, let’s 

change our consciousness--we don’t need to change a corrupt and brutal arrangement of power, if 

we just love each other that’ll magically do the trick. Nobody suggested that withdrawal would be a 

sufficient strategy.  A culture of resistance believes in resistance, it encourages it, plans for it, 

supports it, and prepares for its success. We could follow the same trajectory from the Harlem 



Renaissance through the civil rights movement. It’s the same basic pattern. The resistance culture 

has to break through that psychology of the oppressed – the denial, accommodation, and consent by 

which people survive subordination. It has to show that resistance is possible. It has to encourage 

and even demand that people develop courage, self-respect, and loyalty to your own. In this case, 

“your own” would be every living creature, because they have a right to continue living and because 

without them we’re dead. 

HM: Chicana queer feminist theorist, Gloria Anzaldua, encourages us “to bring to every aspect of our 

lives what we bring to our erotic encounters: Our tenderness, our vulnerability, our momentary 

helplessness… and our need for pleasure, joy, and connection.  Struggle is not of value because it 

poses the possibility of release from such realities.  Liberation is, on the contrary, an intimacy with 

these realities, and struggle is the insistence that we be free to act from that intimacy.”  Could you 

talk about this in relation to Deep Green Resistance, and also what you’ve termed “a spirituality of 

resistance”?  

LK: Much of the left has been infected with variations of millenarianism—we’re going to meditate to 

stop global warming, or orgasm our way to peace, and if all else fails (which it did) December 2012 

was supposed to do the trick. You’ll notice nothing happened. Divine intervention has never yet 

stopped a system of unjust power. Across the entire sweep of human history, that’s never. Material 

help from some other realm of existence is a very bad strategy. To date, it is a complete failure. 

That’s 100 percent. Millenarianism is where people retreat when reality is unbearable. I understand 

that. We have to be conscious of that impulse to resist it. Faith is not a political strategy. The only 

miracle we’re going to get is us. 

But that’s not to dismiss the role of spirituality in a true culture of resistance.  Spirituality can give 

people the courage, endurance, and dignity we need under oppression. It can provide norms of 

behavior to help hold communities together. Spiritual practices have been central to some 

resistance struggles.  

Whatever you love, it is under assault. But love is a verb. We have to let that love call us to action. 

That isn’t what love demands; that is what love is. That’s at the core of the resistance community 

and resistance movement that we are trying to build in DGR.  

 

Lierre Keith (www.lierrekeith.com) is a writer, small farmer, and radical feminist activist. She is the 

author of six books including, The Vegetarian Myth: Food, Justice, and Sustainability, which has 

been called “the most important ecological book of this generation.” She is also coauthor, with 

Derrick Jensen and Aric McBay, of Deep Green Resistance: Strategy to Save the Planet. She’s been 

arrested six times for acts of political resistance. 

 


